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OUR MISSION

We are a diverse coalition of public media workers, led by people of color, raising awareness of the negative effects of a lack of racial diversity, equity and inclusion in public media, and sharing solutions for individuals and organizations.

We believe diversity, equity and inclusion at every level and in every facet of public media is essential for ensuring meaningful service to all.
WE ENVISION A PUBLIC MEDIA COMMUNITY THAT:

- Measures and reports diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI) improvements on a quarterly basis
- Uses DEI principles to plan and convene national meetings and professional conferences that reflect the diversity of the country
- Produces and broadcasts content that reflects the varied interests of diverse communities
- Equitably hires, compensates, promotes, mentors and sponsors people of color at all levels of the organization
- Regularly seeks input from community to inform news coverage, guide programming decisions, and set direction for outreach activities
- Maintains a Board of Directors that is representative of the diverse demographics of the community
- Promotes safe spaces within stations and organizations where people of color can report DEI offenses without fear of retaliation, demotion or job loss
Impact on Public Media since 2020

- Held an Annual Day of Action and Education in November.

- Approx 40 organizations have committed to our Action Items, participated in monthly cohort calls and small group meetings. (Learn more at publicmediaforall.com/organizations)

- Hosted 4 webinars with hundreds of attendees and presented and inspired conference sessions at PBS Annual Meeting, PMDMC and PRPD.

- Connected with over a thousand public media workers through webinars, social media, and private Facebook and Slack groups for BIPOC to build community and encourage regular connection.
More people and resources are necessary to grow our impact.

**HOW WE WORK:**

- All of this was achieved as a community movement.
- 100% VOLUNTEER RUN
- 100% SELF-FUNDED
PUBLIC MEDIA FOR ALL

From Ally to All In

3rd Annual Day of Action & Education

Thursday, November 10, 2022 | 2 pm EST

Free Webinar Registration:
publicmediaforall.com

Being “All In” calls for a commitment to progress and consistent momentum toward creating a public media system that is inclusive and accessible to all.

Join us for Public Media for All’s 3rd Annual Day of Action & Education: From Ally to All In, where we will hear from leaders who are taking an All-In approach to elevate racial diversity, equity, and inclusion within our public media organizations and in service to our communities.
Resources from Today’s Session:

Public Media For All Website:  www.publicmediaforall.com/

3rd Day of Action & Education: From Ally to All In

PMFA Action Items & Cohort Members:  www.publicmediaforall.com/organizations

PMFA BIPOC Resources:  www.publicmediaforall.com/people-of-color

Find PMFA On Social Media

instagram.com/publicmediaforall/  
twitter.com/publicmedia4all  
facebook.com/publicmediaforall/  
linkedin.com/company/publicmediaforall/

Blog by Robin Pizzo of WKAR,  Intentional Inclusion: Public Television Can Be More than a ‘White’ Space

Black Public Media

Launched  I Am Who I Say I Am  Short Film Series

Hosting an upcoming  Black Media Story Summit: Climate Justice  Hybrid Event on Saturday, Nov. 12